
2018 CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS

TURN OF THE CENTURY, 1870 TO 1914
We’re inching into the twentieth century in Knitting 
Traditions! Our 14th issue (coming out in  Fall 2018) will 
chronologically follow the 2017 issue on the 1851 Great 
Exhibition. There we saw that Britain’s industrial revo-
lutions sparked impassioned debates over colonialism, 
industrialization, nationalism, women’s suffrage, work-
ers’ rights, and the social impact of technology. All these 
concerns intensified after 1870, and they spread far 
beyond British shores as industrial revolutions picked 
up steam in North America, Western Europe, East Asia, 
and the countries that would later make up the USSR. 
While many people deplored the decadence of city life 
(especially in Paris) or worried about “degeneration,” 
they didn’t completely abandon their belief in prog-
ress. The “modern” notion that humans could improve 
through the careful cultivation of rationality lasted until 
World War I shattered this illusion. 

SEND YOUR PROPOSALS FOR ARTICLES  
AND PROJECTS RELATED TO THE  
FOLLOWING THEMES:
  WORLDS & WONDERS: The intersection of 

technology and human society, either for good or 
ill; futuristic or steampunk knitting projects based 
on the fiction of H. G. Wells, Jules Verne, and other 
early writers of scientific romance/science fiction.  

  DAREDEVILS: Fashion trends that broke away 
from  the Victorian mode; Gibson Girls and the 
“New Woman”; female fashion designers such as 
Madeleine Chéruit, Jeanne Paquin, Jeanne Lanvin, 
Madeline Vionnet, and Elsa Schiaparelli.

  BELLE ÉPOQUE: Trends in literature and the arts 
that flourished in Paris; Art Nouveau and Impres-
sionism; concerns about degeneration theory, ennui, 
and pessimism.  

NOTE: The time period I’ve chosen is really complex and holds a 
lot of potential for designers and feature writers. Historians don’t 
treat it as a distinct era. For instance, each European country has 
its own name or names for those years. You can take inspiration 
from virtually anywhere in the world, and the dates are guide-
lines rather than hard-and-fast rules. If you send in a great idea 
that roughly corresponds to technology/science, fashion/gender 
roles, or the arts, I’m happy to consider it. Graven Wrap, Meghan Jones
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about
Knitting Traditions, a special publication from PieceWork magazine, blends informative and intriguing historical 
narrative with enticing knitting projects and techniques. We look for well-researched feature articles accompanied 
by a project that complements the article. We also accept stand-alone projects as long as they have an 
introduction detailing their historical context.

ARTICLES: Material should display in-depth knowledge of the subject matter and carefully documented 
research with all sources acknowledged. Historical and technical accuracy are essential, but the tone should be 
personal. Strive for clear organization as you convey information, but also include vivid detail and engaging 
quotations to give readers a sense of people, place, and meaning: you are telling a story. A list of sources for 
“Further Reading” and information on availabil ity of supporting images is also very helpful.

PROJECTS: Send a detailed proposal that will give us a clear idea of what to expect in a finished piece as well 
as its construction, technical details, and desired yarn weight and fiber for knitting the project. Please send a 
swatch in the desired yarn weight and fiber along with the submission form.

We expect that the submission you ask us to consider has not been published nor is it presently submitted else-
where. If any part of your submission has been published previously, please let us know when and by whom (this 
includes photographs on your blog or on social networking sites).

submissions
MAIL TO: 

Knitting Traditions 2018 
Interweave/F&W Media 
4868 Innovation Drive 
Fort Collins, CO 80525 

PLEASE SEND:
  fashion sketches & schematics (if relevant)

  swatch of proposed stitch in desired yarn  
weight & fiber

  written description of the piece & its construction, 
technical, and decorative details

  Knitting Traditions submission form, available at 
www.interweave.com/knitting-submission-calls/

  self-addressed envelope if you would like your 
submission to be returned to you

Contact Deborah Gerish  
for more information,  

Deb.Gerish@fwmedia.com

deadlines
  November 21, 2017: Submissions due. Mail project 

sketches, swatches, and completed submission form. 
Stand-alone article proposals can be emailed. 

  February 21, 2018: Accepted samples and patterns due.

  March 7, 2018: Accepted articles due.

For detailed guidelines on submissions review the Submission 
Guidelines. 

Flying Car Bolero, Adrienne Larsen


